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Quantum fluctuations in the phase and amplitude quadratures of light set limitations on the sensitivity of
modern optical instruments. The sensitivity of the interferometric gravitational-wave detectors, such as the
Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO), is limited by quantum shot noise,
quantum radiation pressure noise, and a set of classical noises. We show how the quantum properties of light
can be used to distinguish these noises using correlation techniques. Particularly, in the first part of the paper
we show estimations of the coating thermal noise and gas phase noise, hidden below the quantum shot noise
in the Advanced LIGO sensitivity curve. We also make projections on the observatory sensitivity during the
next science runs. In the second part of the paper we discuss the correlation technique that reveals the quantum
radiation pressure noise from the background of classical noises and shot noise. We apply this technique to the
Advanced LIGO data, collected during the first science run, and experimentally estimate the quantum correlations
and quantum radiation pressure noise in the interferometer.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.95.043831

I. INTRODUCTION

Interferometric gravitational-wave detectors have triggered
extensive research in the field of quantum optics [1,2]. The
standard quantum limit [3,4], related to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, sets limitations on the sensitivity of modern interferometric measurements. These broadband noises, known
as shot noise and quantum radiation pressure noise (QRPN),
are predicted to limit the design sensitivity of Advanced Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) in the
frequency range 10 Hz–10 kHz [5,6].
Apart from quantum noises, the Advanced LIGO sensitivity
was limited by a set of classical noises during the first
observing run (O1) [7–9]. This run, lasting from September
2015 to January 2016, culminated in two direct observations
of gravitational waves from binary black hole coalescences
[10–13]. Further improvement of the observatory range requires more investigations into quantum and classical noises.
Since Advanced LIGO was limited by shot noise above
100 Hz, the spectrum of classical noises is not directly
observable at these frequencies. Here, we report on the use of
correlation technique and reveal the classical-noise spectrum
hidden underneath the shot noise in Advanced LIGO. This
technique explores quantum properties of light, in particular,
the quantum correlation among the optical power fluctuations
in different readout channels. We use the obtained spectrum
of classical noises to estimate the Advanced LIGO sensitivity
during the next science runs and set constraints on the coating
thermal noise [14,15] and gas phase noise [16].
In addition to estimating classical noise, we also use the
correlation technique to probe QRPN in Advanced LIGO and
estimate this noise experimentally. QRPN was studied for more
than 30 years [1,17]. It has been investigated by a number of
experiments, both in the gravitational-wave (GW) community
[18–22] and the optomechanics community [23–29]. To our
knowledge, its spectrum at the audio band has not yet been
observed. During O1 the level of this noise is predicted to be
a factor of 8–10 smaller compared to the current noise floor
in the frequency band 30–100 Hz; the quantum correlation,
however, allows us to reveal it.
This paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II we discuss
the configuration of the Advanced LIGO interferometers

and the propagation of the optical fields that are involved
in computing the power fluctuation of different photodiode
readouts. Section III is devoted to the investigations of the
classical-noise spectra in Advanced LIGO hidden below the
quantum shot noise. In Sec. IV we set an experimental estimate
on the level of the QRPN using the correlation technique.
II. OPTICAL CONFIGURATION

In this section, we introduce the optical configuration of
the interferometer and discuss how optical fields propagate
through the interferometer and beat on the photodetectors.
A. The interferometer and its signal field

The Advanced LIGO detectors, shown in Fig. 1, are
Michelson-type interferometers, enhanced by four optical
cavities: a Fabry-Pérot cavity in each arm, one at the symmetric
port and another at the antisymmetric port of the interferometer
[30]. The first two arm cavities are used to optically increase
the length of each arm by a factor of Garm = 260. The latter
two cavities are set to maximize circulating power in the
interferometer by a factor of Gprc = 38 and optimize the
frequency response to gravitational waves in the frequency
range 10 Hz–10 kHz [5], respectively. This is achieved by
setting the carrier field to be antiresonant in the signal recycling
cavity [31,32] and attenuating its power by a factor of Gsrc = 9.
The frequency-dependent GW signal is derived from the
difference in the two arm lengths L(f ) according to the
equation L(f )/L0 , where L0 = 3995 m is the macroscopic
length of each arm and f is the frequency of the GW signal.
The differential arm length signal L(f ) is derived from the
power measurement Pas at the antisymmetric port of the
interferometer. The transfer function Z = dPas /dL, known as
the optical response of the instrument [33,34], can be written
as


4π Garm Gprc Pin Pas 1/2
W
(1)
Z(f ) =
K− (f ) ,
λ
Gsrc
m
where Pin is the input power and λ is the laser wavelength.
The transfer function K− = f− /(if + f− ) accounts for the
diminished response of the instrument at high frequencies,
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FIG. 1. Layout of an Advanced LIGO detector. The annotations
show the optical power in use during O1. Also shown are vacuum and
laser fields entering the interferometer through the input, output, and
transmission ports. The GW signal sas (also includes classical noises)
leaves the interferometer through the antisymmetric port.

FIG. 2. Optical power resonating in the LIGO Livingston interferometer (L1) during the first science run. The power was fluctuating
by a few percents, and slightly decreased by the end of the run due to
the drift of the input power.

as
P (f ) = A a ∗ (ν0 − f ) + A∗ a(ν0 + f ),

(3)

where ν0 = 2.82×10 Hz is the laser (carrier) frequency, A is
the amplitude of the carrier field at ν0 , and a(ν0 ± f ) are those
of the sideband fields or perturbation fields at ν0 ± f . The
superscript “∗” is for the complex conjugate. Similarly, when
quantizing the field, the corresponding Heisenberg operator is
equal to
14

where f− is known as the differential coupled cavity pole
frequency [5] and is given by the equation
f− =

Ti c
≈ 360 Hz,
8π L0

(2)

where Ti ≈ 0.12 is the transmission of the signal recycling
cavity and c is the speed of light.
The differential arm length is sensed by using a particular
type of homodyne readout technique known as DC readout
[35]. In this scheme an offset L = 10 pm is introduced to the
differential arm length to allow a small fraction of the optical
power Pas to leak to the antisymmetric port. Other longitudinal
degrees of freedom are controlled using the Pound-DreverHall technique [36,37], with no intentional longitudinal
offsets.
The main laser is capable of delivering 150 W of optical power; however, only Pin,0 = 22 W was used during
O1. This resulted in a circulating power of approximately
Parm = 107 kW in each arm. Figure 2 shows the power
fluctuation in one of the arm cavities during O1. The variance
was 3.2 kW, and the precision of the power calibration
was 5% [33]. The circulating arm power was slightly decreased by the end of the run due to the drift of the input
power.

P̂ (f ) = A â † (ν0 − f ) + A∗ â(ν0 + f ),

(4)

†

where â and â are annihilation and creation operators
of the field, respectively. Throughout this paper we study
physical properties of the interferometer according to the
quantum formalism broadly presented in the literature
[38–41].
In Advanced LIGO, the cavity mode is excited by a laser
with a large amplitude As at an angular frequency ω0 = 2π ν0 .
The input
field is normalized according to the equation
√
As = Pin / hν0 , where h is the Planck constant. We study the
linearized dynamics by perturbing the steady state and move
into the rotating frame at ν0 . Correspondingly, the carrier field
is at zero frequency (DC), while the sideband fields are at
frequency ±f (AC). In the following, we shall use â,b̂,ĉ, as
shorthand for â(f ),b̂(f ),ĉ(f ) and â † ,b̂† ,ĉ† , as shorthand for
â † (−f ),b̂† (−f ),ĉ† (−f ). In order to compute optical power
at each particular interferometer port, one needs to calculate
these two kinds of fields. The rest of this section discusses
their propagation inside the interferometer.

B. Power fluctuations as beat between DC and AC fields

C. Propagation of the DC fields

In this paper, one of the key quantities involved is the optical
power fluctuation measured by different photodiodes. We treat
the interferometer as a linear device in which longitudinal
disturbances are linearly translated to perturbations of the
optical fields. In such a linear system, the power fluctuation
of a field at a frequency f can be classically described

The static laser field As enters the interferometer through
the symmetric port and resonates in the interferometer.
Optical fields in the arm cavities are denoted as Cx and
Cy , as shown in Fig. 1. These fields then transmit to the
rear side of the end mirrors (fields Bx and By ) and to
the antisymmetric port (field Bas ). They are given by the
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equations

C = C x = Cy =
B = B x = By =



1
Gprc Garm As ,
2

Te C,

L Gprc
As ,
Bas = 2π iGarm
λ
Gsrc

(5)

where Te = 3.6 ppm is the power transmission of the output
couplers (end mirrors). The factors Gprc , Garm , and 1/2 in the
first equation account for the buildup in the power recycling
and arm cavities, and attenuation due to the 50/50 beam
splitter. The factor Gsrc appears in the denominator of the
equation for Bas since the carrier field is antiresonant in the
signal recycling cavity. Note that there is a 90◦ phase shift
(expressed by an imaginary i) between the input field As and
the antisymmetric port field Bas because of the transmission
through the Michelson interferometer.
D. Propagation of the AC fields

Vacuum fields [1,2] enter the interferometer through the
antisymmetric (âas ), symmetric (âs ), and transmission ports
(âx and ây ), as shown in Fig. 1. They propagate through
the interferometer and reach the output ports according to
the input-output relations [42]. We denote output fields at the
antisymmetric port as b̂as , at the arm transmission ports as
b̂x and b̂y , and at the arm cavities as ĉx and ĉy . In the case
with no longitudinal offsets in the interferometric degrees of
freedom (L = 0) and ignoring quantum radiation pressure
effects, √
considered in Sec.
√ IV, we can write up to the first order
in te = Te and ti = Ti ,
⎞ ⎛
⎛
√
⎞⎛
⎞
b̂as
âas
2te g−
−K− /K−∗ 0
⎜ b̂y −b̂x ⎟ ⎜ √
⎟⎜
⎟
⎜ √ ⎟  ⎝ 2te g−
0
−1 ⎠⎝ âs ⎠, (6)
⎝ 2 ⎠
√
√
ây −âx
ĉy −ĉx
√
√
2g−
0 ttei 2g−
2
2

√
where g− = Garm /2Gsrc ×K− (f ). This approximation is
valid for small te and ti ; more precisely, energy conservation
always gives |X11 |2 + |X12 |2 + |X13 |2 = 1, where X11 , X12 ,
and X13 are matrix elements with corresponding indices.
Equation (6) shows that the vacuum field from the laser
âs does not couple to the antisymmetric port and differential
transmission signals. While an intentional offset L in the
differential arm length is important for accurately obtaining
the DC field at the antisymmetric port (5), we find that the
effect of L is rather insignificant in the propagation matrix
for the AC fields for Advanced LIGO.
III. REMOVING SHOT NOISE AND CHARACTERIZING
CLASSICAL NOISES

In this section, we describe a correlation technique for
estimating the amount of classical noises buried below the
shot noise. The strength of this noise can be quantified by its
spectral density Sas (f ) = 2Pas hν. Using Eq. (1) we can convert
this noise to the units of length. The shot noise spectrum in
the GW channel Sshot limits the sensitivity of Advanced LIGO

above 100 Hz [7,8] and is given by the equation


1
Sas
Sshot =
1 − η |Z(f )|


107 kW 1/2
m
1
= 2.33×10−20
√ ,
Parm
|K− (f )| Hz

(7)

where η = 0.28 is the power loss from the signal recycling
cavity to the photodetectors at the antisymmetric port.
The outgoing field at the antisymmetric port is split into two
beams by a 50/50 beam splitter, and a homodyne detection is
performed on each of the beams, as shown in Fig. 1. In this
section, we show that shot noise and photodetector dark noise
can be removed, while interferometer classical and radiation
pressure noises are kept intact, by performing a correlation
measurement between the two detectors.
A. Shot and dark noise removal

Power fluctuations at the two photodetectors at the antishot
,
symmetric port (see Fig. 1) arise from the shot noise Pas,j
qrpn
cl
QRPN Pas,j , classical noises Pas,j , and photodetector dark
dark
noises Pas,j
according to the equation
qrpn

shot
cl
dark
P̂as,j = P̂as,j
+ P̂as,j + P̂as,j
+ P̂as,j
,

(8)

where j = 1,2.
Equation (8) can be written as the beat of the static field
Bas with classical field sas and vacuum fields b̂as and b̂bs . The
latter field comes in through the open port of the 50/50 beam
splitter in front of the photodetectors. Power fluctuations can
be written as
1
∗
dark
P̂as,1 = √ iBas
(ν̂as,ph + ν̂bs,ph + νcl,ph ) + P̂as,1
,
2
1
∗
dark
P̂as,2 = √ iBas
(ν̂as,ph − ν̂bs,ph + νcl,ph ) + P̂as,2
,
(9)
2
where ν̂as,ph , ν̂bs,ph , and νcl,ph are phase quadratures
√ of the fields
b̂as , b̂bs , and sas defined as ν̂x,ph = (x̂ − x † )/( 2i). Note that
νcl,ph includes QRPN, since this noise is indistinguishable from
classical noises at the antisymmetric port.
Then we compute the cross-spectral density S12 between
signals Pas,1 and Pas,2 . From Eq. (9) we can write
S12 = Sb,as − Sb,bs + 14 (Scl + Sqrpn ),

(10)

where Sb,as and Sb,bs are spectra of power fluctuations due
to vacuum fields b̂as and b̂bs , Scl is the spectrum of classical
interferometer noises, and Sqrpn is the spectrum of QRPN.
∗
Since Sb,as = Sb,bs = Bas Bas
hν/2, the cross-spectral density
S12 removes the shot noise from the GW spectrum (4 S12 =
Scl + Sqrpn ). Note that dark noises of the photodetectors are
incoherent and cancel out from S12 [43].
Figure 3 shows the measured noise in the gravitational-wave
channel derived from the sum of Pas,1 and Pas,2 photocurrents.
The shot noise spectrum is obtained from the difference
between these two currents. Note that the peaks at 500 Hz and
harmonics are due to very high-Q (Q ≈ 109 ) violin modes of
test mass suspensions [44]. The cross-correlation amplitude
spectrum of the interferometer classical noises is determined
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Since the coating thermal noise is coherent between the
two photodetectors at the antisymmetric port, we can reveal
its spectrum SCTN (f ) using the quantum correlation technique
and O1 data. The estimated upper limit for this noise is

1 m
(12)
SCTN (f )  1.6×10−19 √ √ .
f Hz

Measured noise
Shot noise
Classical noises
Gas phase noise
Coating thermal (upper limit)

GW channel ( √mHz )
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FIG. 3. Noise spectra of the GW channel in the LIGO Livingston
interferometer. The red (dark gray) and green (light gray) traces show
the total noise level and the spectrum of classical noises, respectively.
The black trace shows the spectrum of the shot noise. The dashed and
dotted traces show the estimated level of the gas phase noise and the
upper limit on the coating thermal noise in Advanced LIGO.

by the equation
Scl = 4S12 − Sqrpn ≈ 4S12 ,

(11)

since Sqrpn  Scl in the current configuration (see Sec. IV).
Above 40 Hz this spectrum reveals the level of the classical
noises in the gravitational-wave channel. This result is applied
to set the upper limit for the coating thermal noise [45] (cf.
Sec. III B) and verifies the level of the gas phase noise [16]
(cf. III C). The estimated spectrum of classical noises also
provides the potential to predict the sensitivity of the Advanced
LIGO detectors during future science runs (cf. Sec. III D), in
which shot noise will be reduced by increasing the laser power
and squeezed states of light will be introduced [1,2].
B. Coating thermal noise

Dielectric coatings used in the LIGO detectors consist
of alternative layers of materials with low (SiO2 ) and high
(Ta2 O5 ) index of refraction. Thermal noise in these coatings
arises from mechanical dissipation in the coating materials,
guided by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [46]. This noise
is theoretically predicted to be one of the limiting noise sources
for the Advanced LIGO design sensitivity in the frequency
range 50 Hz–500 Hz [14,15], as well as for the proposed next
generation of the gravitational-wave detectors [47,48]. For this
reason, direct measurement of the coating thermal noise in
Advanced LIGO is of significant importance.
Theoretical models depend on parameters such as the mechanical loss angles, Poisson ratio, and Young’s modulus [49].
However, due to uncertainties in the multilayer parameters,
theoretical predictions have limited accuracy (up to a few
tens of percent). The first tabletop experiment that directly
measured the coating thermal noise of the Advanced LIGO
coating sample predicted that the noise level is a factor of 1.22
above the theoretical prediction [50].

This upper limit can be improved if known
classical noises are
√
subtracted from the cross-spectrum Scl . Above 100 Hz the
largest contribution comes from the gas phase noise, discussed
in Sec. III C. Once this noise is incoherently subtracted, the
upper limit for the coating thermal noise is

1 m
(13)
SCTN (f )  1.2×10−19 √ √ .
f Hz
This upper limit is a factor of 1.2 larger than the theoretically
predicted Advanced LIGO coating thermal noise [15].
C. Gas phase noise

The Advanced LIGO core optics are kept under high
vacuum with an average pressure of p  1 μPa. The presence
of residual gas in the 4-km beam tubes causes extra noise in
the differential arm channel. Broadband phase noise is induced
by the stochastic transit of molecules through the laser beam
in the arm cavities [16]. This noise may limit the ultimate
sensitivity that Advanced LIGO can achieve using the same
vacuum infrastructure between 30 Hz and 10 kHz. For this
reason, it is important to measure and verify the models of the
gas phase noise.
The model described in [16] leads to the spectrum of the
gas phase noise Sgas described by the equations

m
Sgas = 4×10−21 Ngas √ ,
Hz

1/4 
1/2

mgas
ζgas
p
Ngas =
,
(14)
ζH2
mH2
10−6 Pa
where ζgas is the polarizability of the gas molecules.
Gas phase noise was measured by deliberately increasing
the pressure of N2 in one of the arm cavities up to 10 μPa.
Under this condition, we confirmed that gas phase noise
dominated over other classical noises. Figure 4 shows the
measurement of this noise under the described conditions.
Even though gas phase noise is below shot noise, the quantum
correlation technique has revealed its spectrum.
D. Future sensitivity

Quantum shot noise can be improved by increasing the input
power as described in Eq. (7) and/or introducing squeezed
states of light at the antisymmetric port [1,2]. Higher optical
power is expected during the next science runs after a set
of technical difficulties is solved, such as damping of the
parametric instabilities [51,52], suppressing unstable angular
modes [53], and compensation for the thermally induced
wavefront distortion [54]. Squeezed states of light have
already been demonstrated in the interferometric GW detectors
[55–57]. In Advanced LIGO, this technique will be enhanced
by the filter cavity [58,59], alignment sensing and control [60],
and phase control of squeezed vacuum states [61].
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FIG. 4. Measurement of the gas phase noise in the Livingston
detector when the nitrogen pressure was increased up to 10 μPa.

The future sensitivity of the Advanced LIGO with a zero
signal recycling cavity detuning [62], increased input power
Pin , and squeezed state of light can be approximated using the
equation
Sgw (Pin ) ≈ Scl + ξ1 Sqrpn (Pin ) + ξ2 Sshot (Pin ) + Sdark ,

(15)

where Sgw is the power spectral density of the GW channel in
units of m2 /Hz, Sdark is the readout electronics noise in the GW
channel, and parameters ξ1 and ξ2 are used to define squeezing
efficiency. These two parameters are enough to get an accurate
estimation of the future sensitivity using the current level of
classical noises. A more precise equation for the quantum noise
with a filter cavity is given in [63]. In this section, we assume
that the classical noises do not depend on the optical power
resonating in the interferometer. Then Eq. (16) can be written
as

FIG. 5. Estimated noise spectra of LIGO interferometers for
future science runs when the input power is increased and squeezed
states of light are introduced.

Table I shows that once the input power Pin is increased
from 75 W up to 125 W with 6 dB of squeezing, the observatory
sensitivity to (1.4 + 1.4)M neutron stars is improved due to
shot noise reduction. However, the sensitivity to (30 + 30)M
black holes stays the same due to the increase of QRPN when
the input power is increased from 75 W up to 125 W. This
noise is the main object of study in the next section.
IV. QUANTUM RADIATION PRESSURE

In this section, we discuss a correlation technique that
reveals quantum correlation in the Michelson-type interferometers due to QRPN. The theoretically calculated strength
of this noise during O1 in the GW channel is given by the
equation [7]


Sgw (Pin ) ≈ 4S12 − Sqrpn (Pin,0 ) + ξ1 Sqrpn (Pin )
+ ξ2 Sshot (Pin ) + Sdark .

1
m
|K− (f )| √ ,
2
f
Hz

2
Parm Garm hν0
β 2
π cM
Gsrc

Sqrpn = β

(16)

Figure 5 shows an example of the sensitivity for the input
power of Pin = 75 W and Pin = 125 W. The noise spectra
are computed using the current spectrum of classical noises.
Since there is a significant gap between the shot noise and
classical noises above 100 Hz, Advanced LIGO sensitivity
can be significantly improved using squeezed states of light.
We assume that the shot noise is reduced by 6 dB using the
squeezing technique (ξ2 = 0.25). Recent study on the realistic
filter cavities with optical losses [64] shows that QRPN does
not significantly improve or degrade when squeezed states of
light are introduced (ξ1 ≈ 1). In this section we assume that
QRPN is not affected by squeezing.
Table I summarizes the projected Advanced LIGO range for
merging binary neutron stars (NS–NS) with 1.4 solar masses
each and binary black holes (BH–BH) with 30 solar masses
each. This range is defined by the distance, averaged over
the sky location and source orientation, at which the binary
coalescence can be detected with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of 8. Corresponding noise curves are shown in Fig. 5.

3000

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

m Hz2
,
= (1.32 ± 0.06)×10−17 √
Hz

(17)

where M = 40 kg is the mass of the arm cavity mirrors,
considered to be a free mass above f  10 Hz.
 During O1 the spectrum of QRPN was a factor of
Sgw /Sqrpn  8–10 smaller than the total sum of noises, given
TABLE I. Estimated observatory range with the current classical
noise.
Input power, W
22
75
75
125

043831-6

Squeezing, dB

NS–NS, Mpc

BH–BH, Mpc

0
0
6
6

95
115
134
137

1163
1426
1642
1666
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by Eq. (16), in the frequency range 30–100 Hz. However,
QRPN is predicted to be a limiting noise source below 50 Hz
once the design sensitivity is achieved [5]. For this reason, it
is important to study QRPN experimentally.
A. Quantum correlations

In Michelson-type interferometers it is possible to reveal
QRPN by making a cross-correlation measurement of the
differential transmission signal Ptr = Py − Px with the GW
channel. The main idea is that both channels are correlated
due to the amplitude quadrature of the vacuum fields âas , âx ,
and ây , defined as ν̂x,a = (x̂ + x̂ † )/2. A similar approach was
already considered for single Fabry-Pérot cavities [65,66].
In order to see quantum correlations between the GW
channel and Ptr , we derive QRPN and Ptr as a function
of vacuum fields âas and âx − ây .
Quantum power fluctuations in the inline (perpendicular)
arm cavity are caused by the beating of the static field Cx (Cy )
against the vacuum field ĉx (ĉy ). Fluctuations in the circulating
cavity power result in a fluctuating force on the mirrors. The
QRPN is given in terms of a change in the differential arm
length by
†

L̂qrpn =

†

4C(ĉy + ĉy − ĉx − ĉx )
,
cM(2πf )2

2 Garm hν0 Parm
Te Ttr ,
π 2 Gsrc cM

Note that since α is a real number, the quantum correlation
signal should be in the real part of the cross-power spectrum
Re[Sgw,tr ].
B. Classical noises

Equation (21) shows that the GW channel and differential
transmission signal are correlated through the quantum noises.
However, any classical noise, which couples to both channels,
also adds correlations. In the case of no longitudinal offsets
and no imbalances in the arm cavities, classical displacement
noises and laser noises do not couple to Ptr . For this reason,
ideally, classical noises should not add correlations between
Ptr and L.
However, due to wanted and unwanted imbalances in the
interferometer, the coupling coefficient of a particular set of
classical noises is nonzero. Figure 6 shows the coupling of
quantum and classical noises to the differential transmission
and GW channels. The dominant classical couplings are
discussed below in this section.

First, we consider displacement noise in the arm cavities
Ldisp measured by the GW channel L. For the differential arm
offset of L = 10 pm, the coupling coefficient of differential
arm signal to transmission signals is simulated as

104 W
(24)
Ptr 
×Ldisp ,
f m
in the frequency range 10 Hz to 1 kHz. According to
Eq. (24), power fluctuations measured at the transmission
ports due to the √residual differential arm fluctuations are
P ≈ 10−15 W/ Hz, in the frequency range from 30 Hz
to 100 Hz. Since this number is 5 orders of magnitude below
the shot noise level, correlations between Ptr and Pas due to
displacement noises in the arm cavities are insignificant.

(20)

(21)

where the coefficient α is determined by the optical configuration of the instrument. Using Eqs. (19) and (20) we can write
α=

(23)

1. Displacement noises

Equations (19) and (20) show that the GW channel and
the differential arm transmission channel are correlated due to
vacuum fields. The cross-spectral density between these two
signals Sgw,tr is given by the equation
1 mW
Sgw,tr (f ) = α 2
,
f Hz

α = (8.3 ± 0.8)×10−31 m W Hz.

(18)

where the static field C = Cx = Cy is given by Eq. (5). We can
rewrite Eq. (18) at frequencies below the differential coupled
cavity pole (f  f− ) in the form


β
te g −
ν̂
(19)
ν̂
L̂qrpn =
+
√
as,a
tr,a ,
hν0 f 2
2
where ν̂as,a and ν̂tr,a are the
√ amplitude quadratures of the fields
âas and âtr = (ây − âx )/ 2, respectively.
Quantum power fluctuations measured by the differential
transmission signal Ptr are caused by the vacuum fields âas
and âtr . Below the coupled cavity pole frequency (f  f− ) we
can write
P̂tr = B(b̂y + b̂y† − b̂x − b̂x† )

Parm Te √
( 2te g− ν̂as,a − ν̂tr,a ).
2
hν0

photodetectors. The theoretical value of α for O1 configuration
using Eq. (22) is

(22)

where Ttr  0.02 is the power transmission from the end
mirror to the photodetectors in the transmission ports. The
largest uncertainties come from the absolute power stored in
the arm cavities (see Fig. 2) and the power on the transmission

2. Laser noises

Relative laser intensity noise (RIN) couples to Ptr due to
unwanted imbalances Q between the two arms according to
the equation
1
Ptr (f )
=Q
RIN(f ),
Ptr (0)
K+ (f )

(25)

where the transfer function K+ = f+ /(if + f+ ) accounts
for the diminished response of the interferometer to the
common motion of the two arms, and f+ = 0.6 Hz. The
imbalances (Q ≈ 1%) are caused by different optical losses
and photodetector responses. During O1 the√input intensity
noise was suppressed to RIN ≈ 10−8 –10−7 / Hz. This noise
also directly couples to the GW channel due to the DC readout
technique, as shown in Fig. 6. Equation (25) shows that RIN
is passively filtered at 0.6 Hz by the common cavity pole.
These reasons make classical intensity noise insignificant in
the correlation measurement of Ptr and Pas .
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FIG. 6. Coupling of classical and quantum noises to the differential transmission channel (shown on the left) and GW channel (shown on
the right). Blue (dark gray) curves show the coupling of the signal recycling cavity length (SRCL) fluctuations. Magenta (dotted) traces show
the coupling of the relative intensity fluctuations (RIN).
3. Scattered light

A small fraction of light is scattered out from the main
beam due to coating roughness [6,67–69]. This light hits the
walls of the vacuum chambers, becomes modulated in phase,
and is backscattered to the main beam. The phase quadrature
of the scattered light is measured as sensing noise at the GW
channel but is not detected in the arm transmission channels.
The amplitude quadrature is mixed with the main beam and
actuates on the interferometer mirrors similar to the QRPN.
Since the amplitude quadrature of the scattered light noise
is also detected in the arm transmission channels, this noise
introduces classical correlations between Ptr and L.
Phase modulation of the scattered field is determined by the
motion of the scattering object. Since the vacuum chambers
are not seismically isolated, the rms √
of their motion is ∼1 μm,
with a spectral density of ∼1 nm/ Hz around 30–300 Hz.
Scattering locations have not been identified up to this moment,
and we can estimate classical correlations in Sgw,tr based only
on the measurement of the phase quadrature of the scattered
light in the GW channel.
Table II summarizes the acoustic peaks present in the GW
channel and shown in Fig. 6. Note that other lines in the
spectrum of the gravitational-wave channel are due to the
calibration lines, power lines, violin modes, and input beam

TABLE II. Scattered light peaks.
Frequency [Hz]
46
57
70
75
78
91
103

Lph [m]

√
U [ Hz]

5.5×10−20
2.5×10−20
2.5×10−20
3.1×10−20
3.3×10−20
1.5×10−20
1.3×10−20

2.2
1
1
1.2
1.3
0.6
0.5

jitter [7]. Lph is the rms of the peak, where the subscript “ph”
emphasizes that this noise was produced by phase modulation
of the scattered light. U determines the ratio between the rms
of the scattering peak and the shot noise level. Since we assume
that the power of scattered light in the phase and amplitude
quadratures is the same, then U also determines the ratio of the
radiation pressure force on the mirrors due to scattered light
to QRPN.
Using the ratio U we can estimate the contribution of the
scattered light amplitude quadrature to the GW channel and
differential transmission signal. These couplings are shown
in Fig. 6.
4. Signal recycling cavity length

Next we consider fluctuations in the signal recycling cavity
length (SRCL), Lsrc . Due to the differential arm offset L,
these fluctuations couple to the GW channel through the
classical radiation pressure noise according to the equation
L(f ) =


0.16 m L
Lsrc (f ),
f 2 m 10 pm

(26)

and to the differential arm transmission signal according to the
equation

W L
Lsrc (f ).
(27)
Ptr = 105
m 10 pm
Online feedforward cancellation is used to subtract SRCL
from the GW channel. This system reduces the coupling by a
factor of 5–10. Residual correlations are subtracted during the
postprocessing scheme described below.
5. Feedforward cancellation

Once measured by the separate sensors, classical noises can
be canceled out from the analysis. We computed cross-power
spectra of SRCL with the GW channel Sgw,src and with the
differential transmission signal Ssrc,tr . We then computed the
043831-8
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GW channel data

Transmission channel data

Decimate to 2048 Hz

Apply calibration

Divide to 100 sec segments

Divide to 100 sec segments

Remove segments with transients

Estimate cross-spectral density for each segment

Compute the mean value of the cross-spectral
density over all data segments

FIG. 8. Data quality cut. The quality of the data is estimated based
on the rms of the signal computed between 40 and 50 Hz. Red points
are subtracted from the analysis.

Subtract classical noises

Combine frequency bins to get the mean value and
variance of the quantum correlations

FIG. 7. Data analysis flow diagram for the estimate of the
quantum correlations.

cross-spectrum between the GW and transmission channels
Sgw,tr using the equation
(0)
−
Sgw,tr = Sgw,tr

Sgw,src Ssrc,tr
,
Ssrc

and cross-spectral densities from individual 100-s intervals
that passed the above cut. After the cut, we were left with
N  4.7×106 1-s data segments (1300 h of data).
Once the data was cleaned of glitches, we applied the
feedforward cancellation scheme [Eq. (28)] to subtract the
signal recycling cavity noise from Sgw,tr . The total amount
of remaining data sets a statistical limit on the estimate of
the cross-power spectrum Sgw,tr (f ). At each frequency bin the
variance of the noise is given by the equation

(28)

where Ssrc is the power spectral density of the signal recycling
(0)
is the raw computed crosscavity length fluctuations and Sgw,tr
spectrum between the GW and transmission channels before
we apply the feedforward cancellation scheme.
C. Analysis of O1 data

We started with O1 data collected from the LIGO Hanford
interferometer (H1) when the detector was in the linear regime
in an undisturbed state. A flow diagram of the data analysis
pipeline is shown in Fig. 7. The GW channel was decimated
from 16 384 Hz down to 2048 Hz to match the sampling rate
of the transmission channel. We then divided those data into
100-s segments and calculated power spectral densities Sgw ,
Str and the cross-spectral density Sgw,tr . We used 1-s, 50%
overlapping, and Hann windowed fast Fourier transforms for
these estimations. We also high-passed the individual signals
at 10 Hz to reduce spectral leakage due to the windowing.
Even though we used data segments from the interferometer’s undisturbed state, changes in the environment such as
high seismic motion, dust particles, and electronics failures
could produce short transients in the data. In order to remove
such transients, we applied a cut based on deviations of the
rms of the power spectral densities in the 41–50 Hz band.
Figure 8 shows an example of applying such a cut. The
final spectra were produced by combining power spectrum

σ 2 (f ) =

Sgw (f )Str (f )
,
2N

(29)

where the factor of 2 accounts for the fact that the quantum
signal is in the real quadrature of Sgw,tr according to Eq. (21).
The statistical limit σ (f ) from Eq. (29) and the real part
of Sgw,tr (f ) are shown in Fig. 9, where the bandwidth of the
cross-spectral density is f = 1 Hz. Above 30 Hz the crossspectral density is limited by the statistical limit and classical
lines. These lines are subtracted from the analysis using the
following condition: if the height of the line is larger than 5σ ,
then this frequency bin is not used in the computation of the
signal-to-noise ratio.
We combined measurements at different frequencies from
30 Hz to 300 Hz in order to get the final estimation of the
QRPN [70,71]. The experimental value of α from Eq. (21) is
given by the equation

αest =

Re[Sgw,tr ]f 2 ζ

= 10.8×10−31 m W Hz,
ζ

(30)

where ζ = 1/(σ 2 f 4 ) and we sum over all frequency bins
included in the analysis. Using this result, we can also set
an experimental estimation on QRPN by using the equation

043831-9


βest =

2
2αest
−17 m Hz
.
=
1.57×10
√
π 2 McTe Ttr
Hz

(31)
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Measurement of CSD
Statistical error
Quantum correlations

-30

change during future runs. From Eqs. (30) and (32) we can
write

SNR ∝

Re[Sgw|tr ] ( mW
Hz )

10-31

10-32

10

-33

10-34

10

-35

10
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Frequency (Hz)

FIG. 9. Cross-spectral density between the GW channel and the
differential transmission channel computed using O1 data. The orange
(dashed) trace shows the square root of the variance at each frequency
bin. The black (dotted) line shows the mean value of the theoretically
predicted quantum correlations.

tParm Ttr
,
Sgw

(35)

where t is the integration time. Equation (35) shows that in
order to improve the SNR by a factor of 2, we need to increase
either the integration time or Parm or Ttr by a factor of 4.
Alternatively, we need to reduce classical noises in the GW
channel by a factor of 2.
At the same time, we need to reduce αcl for better estimation
of the quantum correlations. The signal recycling cavity length
noise was already subtracted during the analyses presented
in this paper, and classical correlations between L and Ptr
should be much less compared to the quantum correlations.
Cancellation of the other noises, such as scattered light
noise and possibly unknown noises, can reduce αcl even
further.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The statistical variance of αest is given by the equation
1
σα,stat = 

ζ

= 4.5×10−31 m W Hz.

(32)

Apart from the statistical error, we also calculate uncertainties due to calibration precision [33] and imbalance of the
impedances in the arm transmission photodetectors:
σα,cal = 1.1×10−31 m W Hz,
σα,imb = 3.9×10−31 m W Hz.

(33)

The uncertainty on βest comes from the uncertainties on αest ,
given in Eqs. (32) and (33) and Ttr . They sum incoherently, and
the total variance of βest is given by the equation
m Hz2
.
σβ = 0.45×10−17 √
Hz

(34)

Equations (30), (31) and (23), (17) show that the measured
quantum correlation and QRPN coefficients αest and βest are
consistent to the theoretically predicted values α and β within
the error bars. The SNR can be improved by collecting more
data, increasing the input power, or reducing classical noises
in the GW channel as discussed in the next section.

We have applied the correlation technique, which explores
quantum properties of light, to reveal both classical and
quantum noise spectra underlying the observed sensitivity
curve of Advanced LIGO. Particularly, in the first part, we
estimated the spectrum of the classical noises during O1,
taking into account that shot noise is not correlated between
the two photodetectors at the antisymmetric port. Using this
spectrum we set an upper limit on the coating thermal noise
[14,15]. We estimated future detector sensitivity when the
input power is increased and quantum shot noise is reduced.
We also verified the model of the gas phase noise [16] by
modulating the pressure in one of the Advanced LIGO beam
tubes.
In the second part of the paper we estimated the QRPN
using O1 data. Theoretical calculations show that the GW
channel and the arm transmission channels should be coherent
through the quantum back-action noise. We experimentally
estimated quantum correlation and QRPN during O1. Our
results are consistent with the theoretically predicted values
within the error bars. The SNR can be improved during the
subsequent observing runs. This approach is also helpful for
other experiments limited by quantum noises, such as the MIT
PDE experiment [19], the AEI 10 m prototype [20], Virgo [72],
and KAGRA [73].
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